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Ancient

1 Punch Marked, Attributed to Magadha Janapada, Silver Vimshatika, 5.43g, Uniface, G/H Series 0, Four symbol type including radiant sun, six armed etc on obverse (Rajgor Series 10). Uncleaned, very fine, very rare.


3 Punch Marked, Attributed to Kalinga Janapada, Silver Karshapana, 3.38g, Uniface, Gondia Hoard type, ABCD configuration, candelabra with 2 taurines, elephant left, whorl (twice). Very fine, rare.

4 Ayodhya, Ayumitra, Copper, 7.92g, Obv: Bull facing to left spear ahead, Brahmi legend “Ayumitasa”, Rev: Peacock to right, Palm tree, wavy river below (Piper# 13). Fine+, rare.

5 Malwa- Narmada Valley region, Uninscribed die-struck Alloyed Copper, 6.84g, Uniface, Fish facing left, taurine above on obverse (Pieper# 530 listed as a Deccan type). Very fine, very rare.

6 Indo Greeks, Apollodotos II, Silver Drachmas (8), Obv: Diademed bust of king, Greek legend “BASILEOS SOTEROS KAI PHILOPATOROS APOLLODOTOU” around, Rev: Athena hurling thunderbolt to left, monogram to right, Kharoshthi legend “Maharajasa ....Apaladatasa” around (Mitch# 2050-51). Very fine to very fine+. 8 coins.

7 Indo Greeks, Hermaios, Silver Drachma, 1.79g, Obv: Profile bust of the king to right, Greek legend “BASILEOS SOTEROS ERMAIOU” around, Rev: Zeus-Mithra seated on throne, monogram in left field, Kharoshthi legend “Maharajasa Tratarasa Heramayasa” visible (BN series 11). Very fine.

8 Indo Greek, Hermaios, Silver Tetradrachm, 8.18g, Obv: Diademed bust of Hermaios to right, Greek legend “BACILEOC SOTEROS HRMAIOY” around. Rev: Zeus enthroned facing, making benediction gesture, holding scepter, monogram to left, Kharoshthi legend “Maharajasa Tatarasa Heramayasa” (Hoover# 300). Very fine for type.

9 Indo Scythians, Maues, Copper Fraction, 0.94g, Obv: Apollo standing, Greek legend “BASILEOS MAOU” around, Rev: Tripod of Apollo, Kharoshthi legend “Maharajasa Muasa” around (ISCH 7.1, MACW 2193). Broken on edge otherwise very fine.

10 Indo Scythians, Azilises, Silver Tetradrachms, 8.11g, Obv: Scythian king advancing right on horseback, holding elephant goad, legend around, Rev: Dioskouroi standing facing, holding spears, monogram to right, Kharoshthi legend “Maharajasa rajadirajasa mahatasa ayalishasa” (Hoover# 566). Fine for type, very rare.
11 Indo Scythians, Azes, Silver Tetradrachm, 7.89g, Obv: King mounted on a horse to right, holding a whip with Greek legend “BASILEOS BASILEON MEGALOU AZOU” around, Kharosthi letter ‘A’ front and ‘Sa’ below horse, Rev: Zeus Nikephoros standing left, holding winged Nike in outstretched right hand and scepter in left hand over shoulder, with monogram in left field and Kharosthi letter ‘Wa’ to right, Kharosthi legend “Maharajasa Rajarajasa Mahatasa Ayasa” around (Hoover# 639). Uncleaned, very fine, rare.

Sold .................................. Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

12 Indo Scythians, Azes, Silver Tetradrachm, 8.65g, Obv: King mounted on a horse to right, holding a whip with Greek legend “BASILEOS BASILEON MEGALOU AZOU” around, Kharosthi letter ‘A’ front and ‘Sa’ below horse, Rev: Zeus Nikephoros standing left, holding winged Nike in outstretched right hand and scepter in left hand over shoulder, with monogram in left field and Kharosthi letter ‘Wa’ to right, Kharosthi legend “Maharajasa Rajarajasa Mahatasa Ayasa” around (Hoover# 639). Uncleaned, very fine.

Sold .................................. Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

13 Taxila, Local coinages, Copper, 2.31g, Obv: Six armed symbol, Rev: Swastika with orbs with each corner. Very fine.

Sold .................................. Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

14 Kshatrapas of Mathrura, Rajuvula, Billon Drachma, 2.27g, Obv: Diademed bust of Rajuvula to right, Greek legend around, Rev: Athena Promachos standing left, brandishing thunderbolt and shield, Kharoshthi legend around (Hoover# 733). Cleaned, extremely fine for type, rare in this grade.

Sold .................................. Estimate: ` 5,000-6,000

15 Senas of Kannauj, Virasena, Copper Square, 0.96g, Obv: Palm tree, Brahmi legend, Rev: Stylized Goddess (Mitch-4754/59). Very fine, rare.

Sold .................................. Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

16 Kunindas, Amoghabhuti, Silver Drachma, 2.21g, “Lakshmi” type, Obv: A deer to right with a female figure standing facing on right, holding flower in uplifted right hand, around Brahmii legend, “Rajnah Kunidasya Amogh [bhu]tiysa”, Rev: Six arched hill, tree in railing, swastika, nandipad, triangular headed symbol and around Kharoshthi legend (D.Handa # Pl. XI-XVIII). Extremely fine, rare.

Sold .................................. Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

17 Pre-Satavahana, Vidarbha- Paoni river region, Dambhadra, Copper, 3.60g, Uniface, Humped bull walking to right, tree in railing, animal figure in circle, river below, traces of Brahmii legend (Shashtri & Gupta Nidhi Vol. I, ICS Journal). Patinated, very fine+, scarce.

Sold .................................. Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

18 Bodhi Dynasty, Lead (3), 1.06g, 0.98g, 1.10g, various types and rulers. Very fine. 3 coins.

Sold .................................. Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000


Sold .................................. Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

20 Satavahanas, Gautamiputra Siri Yajna Satakarni, Silver Drachma, 2.43g, Portrait type, Obv: Bust with curly long hair & prominent nose and thick lips, wearing a high head ornament, Brahmii legend “Siri YajnaSatakaniSataRajnoGotamiputasa”, around, Rev: Four orb Ujjayini symbol, six-arched hill with a crescent, Sun and river flowing below, Southern Brahmii - Tamil-Telugu / Prakrit legends around (Mitch# K&A156). Pierced, fine, rare.

Sold .................................. Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

21 Satavahanas, Gautamiputra Siri Yajna Satakarni, Silver Drachma, 1.97g, Portrait type, Obv: Bust with curly long hair & prominent nose and thick lips, wearing a high head ornament, Brahmii legend “Siri YajnaSatakaniSataRajnoGotamiputasa”, around, Rev: Four orb Ujjayini symbol, six-arched hill with a crescent, Sun and river flowing below, Southern Brahmii - Tamil-Telugu / Prakrit legends around (Mitch# K&A156). Pierced, fine, rare.

Sold .................................. Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000
22 Satavahanas, Gautamiputra Siri Yajna Satakarni, Silver Drachma, 1.81g, Portrait type, Obv: Bust with curly long hair & prominent nose and thick lips, wearing a high head ornament, Brahmī legend “Siri YajnaSatakaniṣaRajnoGotamiputasa”, around, Rev: Four orb Ujjayini symbol, six-arched hill with a crescent, Sun and river flowing below, Southern Brahmi - Tamil-Telugu / Prakrit legends around (Mitch# K&A156). Pierced, fine, rare.

Sold `.................. Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

23 Satavahanas, Vasithiputra Siri Pulumavis, Silver Drachm, 2.08g, Portrait type, Obv: Bust with curly long hair & prominent nose and thick lips, wearing a high head ornament, Brahmī legend “Siri Pulumavis Rajno Vasithiputasa” around, Rev: Four orb Ujjayini symbol, six-arched hill with a crescent, Sun and river flowing below, Southern Brahmi - Tamil-Telugu / Prakrit legends around (Mitch K&A# 153). Pierced, fine, rare.

Sold `.................. Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

24 Satavahanas, Vasithiputra Siri Pulumavis, Silver Drachm, 2.14g, Portrait type, Obv: Bust with curly long hair & prominent nose and thick lips, wearing a high head ornament, Brahmī legend “Siri Pulumavis Rajno Vasithiputasa” around, Rev: Four orb Ujjayini symbol, six-arched hill with a crescent, Sun and river flowing below, Southern Brahmi - Tamil-Telugu / Prakrit legends around (Mitch K&A# 153). Pierced, fine, rare.

Sold `.................. Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

25 Satavahanas, Vasithiputra Siri Pulumavis, Silver Drachm, 2.03g, Portrait type, Obv: Bust with curly long hair & prominent nose and thick lips, wearing a high head ornament, Brahmī legend “Siri Pulumavis Rajno Vasithiputasa” around, Rev: Four orb Ujjayini symbol, six-arched hill with a crescent, Sun and river flowing below, Southern Brahmi - Tamil-Telugu / Prakrit legends around (Mitch K&A# 153). Pierced, fine, rare.

Sold `.................. Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

26 Satavahanas, Vasithiputra Siri Pulumavis, Silver Drachm, 2.11g, Portrait type, Obv: Bust with curly long hair & prominent nose and thick lips, wearing a high head ornament, Brahmī legend “Siri Pulumavis Rajno Vasithiputasa” around, Rev: Four orb Ujjayini symbol, six-arched hill with a crescent, Sun and river flowing below, Southern Brahmi - Tamil-Telugu / Prakrit legends around (Mitch K&A# 153). Pierced, fine, rare.

Sold `.................. Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

27 Satavahanas, Vasithiputra Siri Pulumavis, Silver Drachm, 2.05g, Portrait type, Obv: Bust with curly long hair & prominent nose and thick lips, wearing a high head ornament, Brahmī legend “Siri Pulumavis Rajno Vasithiputasa” around, Rev: Four orb Ujjayini symbol, six-arched hill with a crescent, Sun and river flowing below, Southern Brahmi - Tamil-Telugu / Prakrit legends around (Mitch K&A# 153). Pierced, fine, rare.

Sold `.................. Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

28 Kushanas, Huvishka, Gold Dinar, 7.92g, Obv: Crowned half length bust of the king seated on clouds, holding mace scepter in right hand, left hand on hilt, Rev: Lord Shiva Nimbate, standing facing, holding thunderbolt, flask, trident and horns of goat to lower left, tamgha to right and legend “OHSHO” (MK# 155, Mitch# 3199). Extremely fine, very rare.

Sold `................. Estimate: ` 85,000-1,00,000

29 Kushanas, Vasudeva, Gold Dinar, 7.55g, Obv: King Nimbate standing left, holding a trident to right, offering at altar to left, Greek legend “Paonanopao Bazoho Kopano”, Rev: Three headed Lord Shiva standing, holding a trident in right and noose in left, Nandi Bull behind, legend “Ohpo”, tamgha in upper left field (Gobl# 502). Very fine, rare.

Sold `................. Estimate: ` 45,000-50,000
30 Kushanas, Vasudeva, Gold Dinar, 7.88g, Obv: King Nimbate standing left, holding a trident to right, offering to the fire-altar, legend “Shao Nanoshao Kushano” around, Rev: Lord Shiva Nimbate standing to front, holding a trident and a diadem, bull (Nandi) standing behind to left, with tamgha to upper left and legend Ohpo (OESHO) in right margin (Gobl 509, Mitch ACW 3389). Extremely fine. Sold `. Estimate: ` 45,000-50,000

31 Guptas, Samudra Gupta, Gold Dinar, 7.70g, “Sceptre” (standard) type, Obv: King Nimbate standing and holding a royal sceptre (Rajadhandha) adorned with ribbon, Brahmī legenda “Samudra” under arm in right field, filleted Garuda standard in the left, circular Brahmi legend “Samara satavitata….”, Rev: Goddess Lakshmi, Nimbate sitting on the high back throne, holding cornucopia and noose, feet are resting on the circular mat, Brahmi legend “Parakramah” in the right field, tamgha at left field. About very fine+, rare. Sold `. Estimate: ` 45,000-50,000

32 Guptas, Kach Gupta, Gold Dinar, 7.32g, Obv: king standing to left, holding a Chakra standard in his left hand, Brahmi legenda in the right field “Kacho Gamavijitya Divam Karmahiruttamair Jayati”, Rev: Goddess Lakshmi standing to left holding a cornucopia with Brahmi legenda “Sarvarajochchhetta” (Altekar var A-IV-3, S Kumar Class I, Var A1). Very fine for type, very rare. Sold `. Estimate: ` 75,000-80,000

33 Guptas, Chandra Gupta II, Gold Dinar, 7.82g, “Archer” type, Obv: Nimbate king standing wearing tunic, holding a strung bow in one hand and an arrow in the other, Garuda banner in the background and Brahmi legenda “Deva Shri Maharaja…” in exergue, Brahmi “Chandra” below the hand holding the bow, Rev: Goddess Lakshmi seated cross-legged on lotus, with lotus in one hand and the other holding a noose, Brahmi legenda “Shri Vikramah” in the right field and Tamgha in the left (Altekar Class II, var. A, S Kumar var. A.3, Class III). Very fine. Sold `. Estimate: ` 45,000-50,000
34  Guptas, Chandra Gupta II, Gold Dinar, 7.57g “Chhatra” type Obv: King Nimbate standing to left offerings oblations on fire altar left hand rests on the hilt of the sword hanging by his side an attendant behind holding a royal umbrella Chhatra over the king's head and Brahmi legend around, Rev: Goddess Lakshmi walking to left without standing on lotus or Pedestal holding noose in her right hand and lotus flower hanging on left hand Brahmi legend on right side “Vikramaditya” (S Kumar class I, Vari C4). Extremely fine for type, very rare.

Sold `.................. Estimate: `1,25,000-1,50,000

35  Guptas, Kumar Gupta, Gold Dinar, 6.34g, “Horseman” type, Obv: King Nimbate, riding a horse facing right with Brahmi legend around, Rev: Nimbate Goddess seated on stool in profile facing left, feeds Peacock, Brahmi legend “Ajitamahendraha” to right (S. Kumar# Class III, Variety C). Very fine, very rare.

Sold `.................. Estimate: `1,25,000-1,50,000


Sold `.................. Estimate: `5,000-6,000

37  Guptas, Skanda Gupta, Silver Drachma, 2.38g “Peacock-Madhyaadesha” type, Obv: Profile bust of king to right Date in front of bust (Not clear), Rev: Fan-tailed peacock in centre; Complete Brahmi legend “Vijitavanir avanipati[h] sriSkandagupto divam jayati” (S. Kumar, Var. B). Very fine, rare.

Sold `.................. Estimate: `5,000-6,000

38  Mainamati, Rajabhott, Gold Dinar, 5.40g, “Archer” type, Obv: King standing to left, legend below arm, Rev: Goddess. Very fine, scarce.

Sold `.................. Estimate: `35,000-40,000

39  Pushyabhutis (Vardhanas) of Sthaneshwara, Harsha, Silver Drachma, 2.28g, Obv: Bust of king with prominent eyes, facing left. Unreadable word (‘Vaishya?’) to left, Rev: Stylized representation of a fan-tailed peacock in centre, Brahmi legend “…vanipati Shri Shilajita Divam…” around (MAC 4933-4937). Very fine, very rare.

The name of the king appears to be inscribed ‘Shilajita’ instead of Shiladitya on this coin.

Sold `.................. Estimate: `8,000-10,000
40 Maukharis of Kanyakubja (Kanauj), Ishanavarman, Silver Drachma, 2.06g, “Fan tailed Peacock to left” type, Obv: Profile bust of king facing left; uncertain legend in front, Rev: Fan tailed Peacock facing left in centre; Sanskrit legend “Vijitavaniravanipati Shri Shana varm var divam Jayati” fully readable around. Very fine, rare.

Sold `................... Estimate: ` 5,000-6,000

41 Maukharis of Kanyakubja (Kanauj), Avantivarman, Silver Drachma, 2.25g, “Fan tailed Peacock to left” type, Obv: Profile bust of king facing left, crescent in headdress, Rev: fan tailed Peacock facing left in centre, Sanskrit legend “Vijitavaniravanipati Shri Vantivarmo Divam Jayati” fully readable around. Very fine, rare.

Sold `................... Estimate: ` 5,000-6,000

42 Sangam Cholas, Copper, 1.78g, Obv: Elephant standing facing left, Rev: Tiger standing facing left, tree. Very fine.

Sold `................... Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

43 Pallavas of Kanchi, Potin, 1.37g, Obv: Bull standing to right, Brahmi legend above, Rev: Chakra with spokes. Very fine, rare.

Sold `................... Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

44 Ishvaku, Anantapur Region, Lead, 10.88g, Obv: Horse standing to right with an earth-ball in its front and Srivatsa symbol above, Rev: Six arched hill with crescent on left and tree in railing on right (Mitch# K&A 134). Very fine+.

Sold `................... Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

45 Ishvaku, Anantapur Region, Lead, 10.63g, Obv: Horse standing to right with an earth-ball in its front and Srivatsa symbol above, Rev: Six arched hill with crescent on left and tree in railing on right (Mitch# K&A 134). Very fine+.

Sold `................... Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

46 Vishnukundin, Andhra Region, Copper Base Alloy, 2.89g, Obv: Lion facing right front Srivatsa, Rev: Conch shell between two tridents. Very fine.

Sold `................... Estimate: ` 1,000-1,500

47 Vishnukundin, Andhra Region, Copper Base Alloy, 6.75g, Obv: Lion facing right front Srivatsa, Rev: Conch shell between two tridents. Very fine.

Sold `................... Estimate: ` 1,000-1,500

48 Vishnukundin, Andhra Region, Copper Base Alloy, 10.70g, Obv: Lion facing right front Srivatsa, Rev: Conch shell between two tridents. Very fine.

Sold `................... Estimate: ` 1,000-1,500

49 Vishnukundin, Andhra Region, Copper Base Alloy, 8.41g, Obv: Lion facing right front Srivatsa, Rev: Conch shell between two tridents. Very fine.

Sold `................... Estimate: ` 1,000-1,500

Medieval India

50 Harikela, Chandra rulers, Silver, 3.20g, Bracteates, Repouse, Humped Bull standing left, legend “Harikela” above, with 3 pellets (Mitch- Unpublished). Extremely fine, extremely rare.

Sold `................... Estimate: 35,000-40,000

51 Western Gangas, Gold Gajapati Varaha, 3.92g, Obv: An ornate Elephant standing to right, Rev: Scroll work with beautiful flowers (Mitch# 193). Very fine.

Sold `................... Estimate: ` 21,000-22,000
52 Western Gangas, Gold Gajapati Varaha, 3.91g, Obv: An ornate Elephant standing to right, Rev: Scroll work with beautiful flowers. Very fine.

53 Hindu Shahis of Gandhara, Vakka Deva, Copper, 3.33g, Obv: Elephant to left, Sharda legend above, Rev: Lion to right. Very fine.

54 Hindu Shahis of Gandhara, Vakka Deva, Copper, 2.68g, Obv: Elephant to left, Sharda legend above, Rev: Lion to right. Fine.

55 Champaran, Madana Somha Deva, Copper, 4.25g, Obv: Sri Champaran, Rev: Gobind Charana Pranama Madana (MNI 205-6). Very fine, extremely rare.

56 Vijaynagar Empire, Devaraya I, Gold Varaha, 3.43g, Obv: Lord Vishnu seated in Padmasana with Goddess Laxmi, Rev: Three lines Devnagari legend “Sri Pra/ta pa De va/ra ya” (K Ganesh# 9.30). Extremely fine, scarce.

57 Vijaynagar Empire, Krishnadevraya, Gold Varaha, 3.37g, Obv: Lord Balakrishna seated facing, Conch to right & Discus to left, string of flowers above, Rev: Three line Devnagari legend (K Ganesh# 9.84). Very fine.

58 Vijaynagar Empire, Achyutadevaraya, Gold 1/2 Varaha, 1.70g, “Gandabherunda” type, Obv: Two headed mythical bird Gandabherunda walking left, holding four Elephants in his paw, Rev: Devnagari legend “Sri Pra/ta pa chyu ta/ra ya” (Mitch# K&A 672, K Ganesh# 9.97). Deep bold strike, extremely fine, rare in this grade.

59 Naykas of Chitradurga, Gold Durgi Varaha, 3.27g, Obv: Seated Lord Balkrishna, Rev: Devnagari legend "Krishnadevaraya" (Mitch# 882). Very fine.

60 Tanjore Nayakas, Copper, 3.86g, Obv: Lord Ram, Laxman and Seeta seated facing front, Rev: King and Queen standing in Namaskar Mudra within dotted circle. Very fine+, rare.

Sultanates
Delhi Sultanate
Ghaznavids

61 Yamin al Daula Mahamud, Silver Dirham, 2.61g, Mahmudpur (Lahore) Mint, Obv: Legend in Arabic Shahada, mint name & date in margin, Rev: Legend in Devnagari “avyaktameka muhammadava napatiarNatika mahamuda” (The Invisible is one, Muhammad is the manifestation, Mahmud the King) (G&G# GZ3). Cleaned, very fine, rare.

62 Muizz al din Muhammad bin Sam, Gold Unit, 4.02g, “Knauj” type, Obv: Goddess Lakshmi seated, Rev: Devnagari legend (G&G# D5). Extremely fine, rare.
Qutb al-Din Mubarak succeeded Ala al-Din Muhammad Khilji in 1316 and soon faced rebellions in the Deccan from the Yadava and Kakatiya vassals. He launched a campaign to quell these and moved to Deogir in the Deccan which he renamed ‘Qutbabad’. While he was pursuing campaigns against the rebels, an old courtier named Azzad Khan hatched a plot to kill him and install a young prince named Shams al-Din Mahmud on the throne. The plan apparently went ahead, as known from extremely rare coins known in the new Sultan's name but Qutb al-Din survived the attempt on his life and was successful in stopping the rebellion from spreading. Mahmud Shah's very short reign came to an end with the putting down of this revolt.

This is the second known coin of the Mahmud Shah in the South Indian 'pagoda' system – the first was sold in 2007 at an auction in London. Quite likely the south Indian system was preferred because of the ease of payment to the local soldiers who had joined the rebellion.

Shams ud din Mahmud, Gold Pagoda / Varaha, 3.83g, Obv: Mahmud Shah al-Sultan, Rev: Shams al-Duniya wa al-Din (Not listed in G&G). Very fine+, exceedingly rare.

Qutb al-Din Mubarak succeeded Ala al-Din Muhammad Khilji in 1316 and soon faced rebellions in the Deccan from the Yadava and Kakatiya vassals. He launched a campaign to quell these and moved to Deogir in the Deccan which he renamed ‘Qutbabad’. While he was pursuing campaigns against the rebels, an old courtier named Azzad Khan hatched a plot to kill him and install a young prince named Shams al-Din Mahmud on the throne. The plan apparently went ahead, as known from extremely rare coins known in the new Sultan's name but Qutb al-Din survived the attempt on his life and was successful in stopping the rebellion from spreading. Mahmud Shah's very short reign came to an end with the putting down of this revolt.

This is the second known coin of the Mahmud Shah in the South Indian 'pagoda' system – the first was sold in 2007 at an auction in London. Quite likely the south Indian system was preferred because of the ease of payment to the local soldiers who had joined the rebellion.


See footnote of above lot.

Tughluqs

Muhammad bin Tughluq, Silver 1/5 Tanka, 2.00g, AH 727, Obv: “al-sultan al-azam dhi al-fath wa al-badhil” (the supreme sultan, endowed with victory and munificence), Rev: "Muhammad bin Tughluq Shah" (G&G D368). Very fine+, very rare.

Suris

Sher Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.28g, Gwalior Mint, AH 952 (G&G D781). Very fine.

Sher Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.35g, Shergarh urf bhakar Mint, AH 951 (G&G D804). Very fine.

Islam Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.36g, Agra Mint, AH 953 (G&G D955). Very fine.

Islam Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.30g, “1477” Type, Mintless Type, AH 954 (G&G D980). Very fine.
71 Islam Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.17g, “1477” Type, Mintless Type, AH 955 (G&G# D980). Very fine.

Sold ........................ Estimate: ` 1,700-2,000

72 Muhammad Adil Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.38g, Gwalior? Mint, AH 9(63), Obv: In a rectangle Muhammad Shah Sultan Khallada Allah Mulkaahu and Devnagari legend “Sri Mahamadasahi”, other titles around, Rev: Shahada in rectangle, star mint mark, name of four Caliphs around (G&G# D1097). Uncleaned.

Sold ........................ Estimate: 2,000-2,500

73 Muhammad Adil Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.39g, Narnol Mint, AH 961 (G&G# D1100). Very fine, rare.

Sold ........................ Estimate: ` 4,000-5,000

Bengal Sultanate

74 Ala al din Masud, Silver Tanka, 10.73g, “Bengal” type, “fi ahd” legend, “caliph al Mustansir billah” on reverse (G&G# B63). Very fine, very rare.

These Tanka’s struck by Governor Tamar Khan Qiran in the name of Delhi Sultan Ala al din Masud.

Sold ........................ Estimate: ` 20,000-25,000

75 Struck in the name of Delhi Sultan Ghiyath al din Balban, Silver Tanka, 10.78g, Lakhnauti Mint, Obv: legend “al-Sultan al azam Ghiyath al Dunya wa al Din Abu al Muzaffar Balban al Sultan” in rectangle, Rev: Legend “al Imam al Musta’asim Amir al Mumineen”, date and mint in margin (G&G# B78). Extremely fine for type, rare.

Sold ........................ Estimate: ` 8,000-9,000

76 Dhanujmardan Dev, Silver Tanka, 10.57g, Chatigrama (Chittagong) Mint, SE 1339, Bengali legend on both sides, Obv: “Sri Sri Da/nujamardda/na Deva”, Rev: “Sri chandi/charana pa/rayana” (G&G# B315). Usual chop marks on obverse, very fine+, exceedingly rare.

Dhanujamarda Deva is identified as Raja Ganesha, a Hindu ruler of Bengal, who overthrew the Ilyas Shahi dynasty rule from Bengal and began ephemeral Hindu Rule in Bengal. Coins known from three Mints Pandua (Firuzabad), Sunargaon and Chatgaon. These coins are very important and notable as the language & script of them is medieval Bengali & date in the Saka Era.

S.old ........................ Estimate: ` 1,25,000-1,50,000

77 Jalal al din Muhammad, Silver Tanka, 10.73g, “Tughra” type, Firuzabad Mint, AH 824 (G&G# B349). Extremely fine for type, very rare.

Sold ........................ Estimate: ` 12,000-15,000

78 Ala al din Hussain Shah, Silver Rupee, 5.52g, Husainabad Mint (Not listed in G&G). Usual test marks otherwise very fine, rare.

Sold ........................ Estimate: ` 12,000-14,000
79  Nasir al din Nusrat Shah, Silver 1/2 Tanka, 5.51g, Dar al Darb Husainabad Mint, AH 925 (G&G# B831). Very fine for type, very rare.
    Sold ................ Estimate: ` 14,000-15,000

80  Daud Shah Kararani, Silver Rupee, 11.27g, Patna Mint, AH 981, Swastika as a mint mark on obverse (G&G# B980). Very fine+, rare.
    Sold ................ Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

81  Chittagong region Trade Coinage, in the name of Islam Shah Suri, Silver Tanka, 10.56g, AH 957, Obv: islam shah sultan ibn sher shah sultan khallada allah mulkahu wa sultanahu, Devnagari legend below, Rev: Shahada, below gawth al islam wa'l muslimin (G&G# B1001). Test mark on reverse otherwise very fine+, very rare.
    Sold ................ Estimate: ` 12,000-15,000

82  Chittagong region Trade Coinage, Silver Tanka, 10.52g, Fathabad Mint, Obv: kafi allah….fathabad, Rev: unread apart from “khallada allah mulkahu wa sultanahu” (G&G# B1020). Very fine, very rare.
    Sold ................ Estimate: ` 12,000-15,000

83  Arakan Rajas, Min Taya Gyi- Sikamdar, Silver Tanka, 8.98g (Mitch# 242). Little flatness on edge otherwise very fine, very rare.
    Sold ................ Estimate: ` 12,000-15,000

Jaunpur Sultanate
84  Nasir al din Mahmud Shah, Billon Tanka, 9.67g, AH (8)62, Date not listed in G&G (G&G# J12). Extremely fine.
    Sold ..................... Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

Madura Sultanate
85  Ahsan Shah, Silver 1/3 Tanka/ 24 Gani?, 3.31g, AH 738, Obv: Ahsan shah, Rev: Al husaint (G&G# MD3). Very fine, rare.
    Sold ..................... Estimate: ` 4,000-5,000

86  Qutb al din Firuz Shah, Copper Paika, 4.22g, AH 740, Obv: Qutb al duniya wa'l din, Rev: Firuz shah, numeral date 740 (G&G# MD10). Uncleaned, very fine for type, very rare.
    Sold ..................... Estimate: ` 5,000-6,000

87  Ghiyath al Din Muhammad Damghan Shah, Billion Jital, 3.38g, Obv: Al sultan al azam ghiyath al duniya wa'l din, Rev: Muhammad Damghan shah in circle (G&G# MD15). Very fine, rare.
    Sold ..................... Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

Bahamani Sultanate of Gulbarga
88  Taj ul din Firuz, Silver Tanka, 11.01g, Hadrat Ahsanabad Mint, AH 816 (G&G# BH63). Cleaned, very fine.
    Sold ..................... Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

Nizam Shahi Sultanate of Ahmadnagar
89  Burhan Nizam Shah II, Silver 1/2 Unit, 3.35g, Burhanabad Mint, Obv: Mint name within scalloped circle, most likely, the name and title of Burhan Nizam Shah in outer margin, Rev: Shi'a Shahada within ornamental quadrilobe (Unlisted in G&G). Very fine, exceedingly rare.
    The silver coins of the Nizamshahis is a recent discovery and none were listed in G&G. The metrology of these coins remains yet to be researched. Two full units weighing c. 7gms were offered in Auction in at 3.35gm this would be a half silver unit in the same series. All coins have the same design format, except that this specimen appears to have a scalloped border for the mint name, unlike the full units. Unique so far exceedingly rare.
    Sold ..................... Estimate: ` 85,000-90,000
Adil Shahi Sultanate of Bijapur

90  **Anonymous**, Gold *Hudki Pagoda*, 3.34g, Obv: Uncertain figure, popularly known as "Hudki (Boat)", Arabic legend “Ali”, Rev: Uncertain figure (GG BJ45). Extremely fine, rare.

Gujarat Sultanate

91  **Ghiyath al din Ahmad Shah III**, Silver *Heavy Tanka*, 14.51g, AH 963 (G&G# G518). Extremely fine, rare.

Kashmir Sultanate

92  **Muhammad Ali Shah**, Silver *Sansu*, 6.26g, "Ghazi" type, Kashmir Mint, AH 978 (G&G# K132). Very fine, very rare.

Mughals

93  **Akbar**, Silver *Rupee*, 11.37g, Broad Nazarana like flan, "Jalalahu" type, Agra Mint, Ilahi Month Farvardin, Year 44, both sides legend within dotted circle (KM# 93.1A). Extremely fine, very rare.

94  **Akbar**, Silver *1/2 Rupee*, 5.67g, "Kalima" type, Ahmedabad Mint, AH 980. Very fine, extremely rare.

The coins of this type were struck immediately after the conquest of Ahmedabad by the Mughals in AH980. Half rupees of this type are very rare.

95  **Akbar**, Silver *Rupee*, 11.43g, “Jalalahu” type, Ahmadnagar Mint, Ilahi Month Tir (KM # 93.3). Very fine+, rare.

96  **Akbar**, Silver *Square Rupee*, 11.20g, Bang Mint (off flan), Kalima type, AH 988 (KM# A82.1). Very Fine.

97  **Akbar**, Silver *Square Rupee*, 11.40g, Bang Mint (off flan), Kalima type, AH 990 (KM# A82.1). Very Fine+.

98  **Akbar**, Silver *Square Rupee*, 10.90g, Bangala Mint, poetic couplet Kabe Roshan (KM# 86.1). Very Fine.

99  **Akbar**, Silver *Rupee*, 11.39g, “Jalalahu” type, Burhanpur Mint, Ilahi Month Azar, Year 49 (KM# 93.7). Very fine.

100 **Akbar**, Silver *Square Rupee*, 10.67g, “Jalalahu” type, Dehli Mint, Ilahi Month Mihir, Year 41 (KM# 88.2). Fine+.

101 **Akbar**, Silver *Rupee*, 11.46g, “Jalalahu” type, Lahore Mint, Ilahi Month Ardhibisht, RY 46 (KM# 93.11). Extremely fine.

Sold `................ Estimate: ` 15,000-20,000

Sold `................ Estimate: ` 7,000-8,000

Sold `................ Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

Sold `................ Estimate: ` 50,000-55,000

Sold `................ Estimate: ` 8,000-10,000

Sold `................ Estimate: ` 6,000-7,000

Sold `................ Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

Sold `................ Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

Sold `................ Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

Sold `................ Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

Sold `................ Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

Sold `................ Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500
102 Akbar, Silver Square Rupee, 11.32g, "Jalalahu" type, Lahore Mint, Ilahi Month Isfandarmuz, Year 37 (KM# 88.3). Very fine. 
Sold ................ Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

103 Akbar, Silver 1/2 Rupee, 5.65g, Lahore Mint, Ilahi Month Farwardin, RY 4X (66.3). Very fine.
Sold ................ Estimate: ` 1,800-2,000

104 Akbar, Silver 1/2 Rupee, 5.59g, "Jalalahu-Octagonal" type, Lahore Mint, Ilahi Month Azar, Year 48 (KM# 67.1). Very fine.
Sold ................ Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

105 Akbar, Silver Rupee, 11.33g, "Jalalahu" type, Patna Mint, Ilahi Month Ardibihisht, Year 45 (KM# 93.14). Very fine +, rare.
Sold ................ Estimate: ` 5,000-6,000

106 Akbar, Silver Square Rupee, 11.39g, "Jalalahu" type, Tatta Mint, Ilahi Month Shahrewar, Year 46 (KM# 88.7). Extremely fine.
Sold ................ Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

107 Jahangir, Silver Rupee, 11.08g, "Nur ud din" type, Agra Mint, AH 1022/ RY 8, Ilahi Month Amardad (KM# 145.1). Probably removed from loop otherwise very fine, rare.
Sold ................ Estimate: ` 8,000-10,000

108 Jahangir, Silver Rupee, 11.46g, "Nur ud din" type, Ahmedabad Mint, AH XX23/ RY 9, Ilahi Month Shahrewar (KM# 145.2). Very fine+.
Sold ................ Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

109 Jahangir, Silver Rupee, 11.34g, "Nur ud din" type, Ahmedabad Mint, Ilahi Month Isfandarmuz (KM# 145.2). Very fine.
Sold ................ Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

110 Jahangir, Silver Rupee, 11.41g, "Inayat" couplet, Ahmedabad Mint, AH 1027/ RY 13 (KM# 149.4). Very fine+.
Sold ................ Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

111 Jahangir, Silver Square Rupee, 10.84g, Bang Mint, ship mast as a mint mark. Extremely fine, extremely rare.
Sold ................ Estimate: ` 75,000-1,00,000

112 Jahangir, Silver Rupee, 11.33g, "Nur ud din" type, Delhi Mint, AH 1033, Ilahi Month Mihir (KM# 145.6). Very fine.
Sold ................ Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

113 Jahangir, Silver Rupee, 11.37g, "Kalima" type, Jalnapur Mint, Mint name at bottom on reverse (KM 141.6). Very fine, scarce.
Sold ................ Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000
114 Jahangir, Silver Rupee, 11.26g, “Nur ud din” type, Kashmir Mint, Ilahi Month Khurdad, AH (10)27/ RY 13 (KM# 145.10). Very fine+. Sold `.................. Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

115 Jahangir, Silver Heavy Rupee, 13.36g, “Sakhat Nurani” couplet, Lahore Mint (KM# 155.4). Very fine, very rare. Sold `.................. Estimate: ` 15,000-20,000


117 Jahangir, Silver Rupee, 11.42g, “Nur ud din” type, Qandahar Mint, Ilahi Month Aban, RY 11 (KM# 145.13). Very fine. Sold `.................. Estimate: ` 1,800-2,000

118 Jahangir, Silver Rupee, 11.34g, “Nur ud din” type, Qandahar Mint, Ilahi Month Bahaman, RY 11 (KM# 145.13). Very fine. Sold `.................. Estimate: ` 1,800-2,000

119 Jahangir, Silver Rupee, 11.30g, “Nur ud din” type, Tatta Mint, Ilahi Month Khurdad, RY 16 (KM# 145.17). Very fine. Sold `.................. Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

120 Jahangir, Copper Square Paisa, 6.50g, Ujjain Mint. Very fine. Sold `.................. Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

121 Jahangir, Nurjahan, Silver Rupee, 11.34g, Agra Mint, AH 1037/ RY 22 (KM# 168.1). Very fine, very rare. Sold `.................. Estimate: ` 21,000-25,000

122 Nepal Issue in the name of Jahangir, Silver, 5.43g, with the name of Pratapmalla from Nepal (KM 164). Very fine, rare. Sold `.................. Estimate: ` 8,000-9,000

123 Shah Jahan, Silver Rupee, 11.44g, Dar ul Khilafat Agra Mint, AH 1038/ RY Ahad (KM# 224.2). Uncleaned, very fine, scarce. Sold `.................. Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500
Shah Jahan, Silver 1/4 Rupee Nisar, 2.77g, Akbarabad Mint, AH 1042/ RY 5,
Obv: Hemistich is Farsi - هر کجا نرست جهان بود ابادی - Har kuja zarast Jahan buwad Abadi (Wherever the gold is, the world becomes prosperous),

It seems the practice of composing special couplets to appear on Nisars was a novelty instituted by Shah Jahan. Special couplets are known on Nisars struck from Lahore in his pre-accession period, with one of them having the name 'Khurram' on them. This style was continued later as evidenced by this coin. The metal of the coin (referred to as gold in the couplet) is designated specifically as a metal for 'scattering' – an action of the munificence and piety of the emperor which would bring prosperity to the world. The mint name occurs below the obverse legend as 'Zarb Akbarabad', only partially visible here. Similarly, the AH date is at the bottom of the reverse and only small bits of...42’ can be made out. The RY5 is in the centre of the reverse legend.

Sold ₹ .............. ₹ 8,00,000-9,00,000

125 Shah Jahan, Silver Rupee, 11.22g, Akbarnagar Mint, Ilahi Month Aban, AH 1039/ RY 2 (KM# 224.5). Very fine.

Sold ₹ .............. Estimate: ₹ 1,500-2,000

126 Shah Jahan, Silver Rupee, 11.29g, Akbarnagar Mint, AH 1039/ RY 2, Ilahi Month Di (KM# 224.5). Very fine.

Sold ₹ .............. Estimate: ₹ 2,000-2,500

127 Shah Jahan, Silver Rupee, 11.38g, Akbarnagar Mint, AH 1047, Ilahi Month Tir, central inscription within square, knots at corners on both sides. Very fine, rare.

Sold ₹ .............. Estimate: ₹ 10,000-15,000

128 Shah Jahan, Silver Rupee, 11.37g, Delhi Mint, “Four line legend” type AH 1042 (KM#227.6) Very fine.

Sold ₹ .............. Estimate: ₹ 2,500-3,000

129 Shah Jahan, Silver Rupee, 11.25g, Multan Mint, AH 104X (KM# 227.8). Cleaned, very fine.

Sold ₹ .............. Estimate: ₹ 1,500-2,000


Sold ₹ .............. Estimate: ₹ 3,000-4,000

131 Shah Jahan, Silver Rupee, 10.34g, Pattan Deo Mint, AH 1047, central inscription within square, knots at corners on both sides (KM# 235.21). Very fine, rare.

Sold ₹ .............. Estimate: ₹ 10,000-12,000

132 Shah Jahan, Silver Rupee, 11.34g, Surat Mint, AH 1040 (KM# 222.13). Very fine.

Sold ₹ .............. Estimate: ₹ 1,500-2,000
133 **Aurangzeb**, Silver 1/8 Rupee, 1.29g, "Muhayyi-ud-din" type, Aurangabad Mint, AH 1071. *Extremely fine, extremely rare.*

The types with the emperor's full name including the iqab 'Muhiyuddin' were issued mainly during the early regnal years in mints of Ahmednagar, Aurangabad, Burhanpur, Daulatabad, Tatta, Patna and Shahjahanabad. Fractional coins of this type are rare and to encounter a coin with the full AH date visible is remarkable.

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 65,000-70,000

134 **Aurangzeb**, Gold Mohur, 10.98g, Alamgirpur Mint, AH 1081/ RY 31 (KM# 315.7). Complete Mint name on top of reverse. *Very fine, very rare.*

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 1,00,000-1,25,000

135 **Aurangzeb**, Silver Rupee, 11.40g, Alamgirpur Mint, AH 11(0)4/ RY 37 (KM# 300.10). Complete Mint name on bottom of reverse. *Very fine.*

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

136 **Aurangzeb**, Silver 1/8 Rupee, 1.40g, Mint name off flan but statically Burhanpur Mint. *Very fine, very rare.*

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 10,000-12,000

137 **Aurangzeb**, Silver Rupee, 11.45g, "Muhayyi ud din" couplet, Kabul Mint, AH (107)2/ RY 4 (KM# 297.4). Mint name on top of reverse. *Very fine, scarce.*

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 4,000-5,000

138 **Aurangzeb**, Silver 1/2 Rupee, 5.61g, Golkonda Mint, RY 22 (KM# 294.3). *Very fine, rare.*

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

139 **Aurangzeb**, Silver Rupee, 11.36g, Lakhnau Mint, RY 36 (KM#300.54). Complete mint name on bottom of reverse. *Very fine+.*

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500
140 Aurangzeb, Gold Mohur, 10.95g, "Broad Flan", Dar ul Khilafat Shahjahanabad Mint, AH 1095/ RY 27 (KM# 315.42). Complete die impression on both sides. *Extremely fine, rare in this grade.*

Sold .................................. Estimate: ` 55,000-60,000

141 Shah Alam, Silver Rupee, 11.50g, Ahmadnagar Mint, AH 1122/ RY 4 (KM# 348.2). Very fine.

Sold ................................. Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

142 Shah Alam, Silver Rupee, 11.50g, Azimabad Mint, AH 1120/ RY 2 (KM# 347.4). Complete mint name on top of reverse. *Extremely fine for type.*

Sold ................................. Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

143 Jahandar Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.41g, "Abu al Fath" type, Arkat Mint, RY Ahad (KM# 364.4). *Usual test marks otherwise very fine, rare.*

Sold ................................. Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

144 Jahandar Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.42g, Dar ul Zafar Bijapur Mint, RY Ahad (KM# 363.8). Usual Shroff marks. *Very fine, extremely rare.*

Sold ................................. Estimate: ` 40,000-50,000

145 Jahandar Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.35g, Itawa Mint, AH 1124/ RY Ahad (KM# 364.12). Very fine.

Sold ................................. Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

146 Jahandar Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.36g, "Abu al Fatah" type, Dar ul Khilafat Shahjahanabad Mint, AH 1124/ RY Ahad (KM# 363.21). Very fine.

Sold ................................. Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

147 Jahandar, Silver Rupee, 11.43g, Tatta Mint, AH (11)24/ RY Ahad (KM # 364.20). *Very fine, rare.*

Sold ................................. Estimate: ` 4,000-5,000

148 Rafi ud Darjat, Silver Rupee, 11.45g, Mustagir Khilafat Akbarabad Mint, AH 11(31)/ RY Ahad (KM# 415.3). *Patinated, extremely fine, scarce.*

Sold ................................. Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000
149 Rafi ud Darjat, Silver Rupee, 11.44g, Itawa Mint, AH 1131/ RY Ahad (KM# 405.8). Complete name of ruler & Mint. Extremely fine for type, rare in this grade.

Sold ` ....................... Estimate: ` 8,000-10,000

150 Shah Jahan II, Silver Rupee, 11.39g, Mustaqir Khilafat Akbarabad Mint, AH 1131 (KM# 415.3). Very fine+, rare. KM plate coin.

Sold ` ..................... Estimate: ` 5,000-6,000

151 Shah Jahan II, Silver Rupee, 11.50g, Azimabad Mint, AH 1131/ RY Ahad (KM # 415.5). Very fine, rare.

Sold ` ..................... Estimate: ` 7,000-8,000

152 Muhammad Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.12g, Akhtarnagar Awadh Mint, AH 1140/ RY 10). Very fine.

Sold ` ..................... Estimate: 2,500-3,000

153 Muhammad Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.57g, Allahabad Mint, AH 1135/ RY 5 (KM# 436.6). Broad flan, very fine+.

Sold ` ..................... Estimate: 2,500-3,000

154 Muhammad Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.28g, Bankapur Mint (KM# 436.16). Very fine, scarce.

Sold ` ..................... Estimate: 4,000-5,000

155 Muhammad Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.35g, Imitiyazagarh Mint (KM# 436.27). Very fine, rare.

Sold ` ..................... Estimate: 3,000-4,000

156 Muhammad Shah, Gold 1/2 Fanam, 0.18g, Karpa Mint. Complete Mint name on reverse (KM# C440.1). Very fine+.

Sold ` ..................... Estimate: 2,000-2,500

157 Muhammad Shah, Gold Mohur, 10.92g, Kora Mint, AH 114X/ RY 19 (KM# 438.14). Very fine, scarce.

Sold ` ................. Estimate: ` 55,000-60,000

158 Muhammad Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.37g, Peshawar Mint, AH 11XX (KM# 436.50). Very fine, rare.

Sold ` ..................... Estimate: ` 5,000-6,000

159 Muhammad Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.33g, Dar al Fath Ujjain Mint, RY 8 (KM# 436.62). Mint name on bottom of reverse. Very fine.

Sold ` ..................... Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500
160 Muhammad Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.49g, Sironj Mint (KM# 436.59). Very fine, scarce. Sold ` ................. Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000
161 Muhammad Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.29g, Zain ul Bilad Mint, AH 11XX/ RY 5 (KM# 436.63). Very fine. Sold ` ................. Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000
162 Ahmad Shah, Silver Rupees (3), 11.25g, Bareli Mint, AH (116)4/ RY 3 (KM# 446.21). Very fine. Sold ` ................. Estimate: ` 1,200-1,500
163 Ahmad Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.31g, Shahabad Qanauj Mint, AH 1164/ RY 4 (KM# 446.34). Complete mint name on bottom of reverse. Very fine. Sold ` ................. Estimate: ` 1500-2,000
164 Alamgir II, Silver Rupee, 11.28g, Dilshadabad Mint, probably Nizam’s issue, Mint name partial visible. Very fine, rare. Sold ` .................. Estimate: 3,000-4,000
165 Alamgir II, Silver Rupee, 11.58g, Jahangirnagar Mint, RY Ahad, Sun as a mint mark on obverse (KM# 460.9). Very fine, rare. Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 10,000-15,000
166 Shah Alam II, Copper Paisa, 11.65g, Hasanabad Mint, AH 1175 (KM# 631). Very fine. Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000
167 Shah Alam II, Gold 1/2 Fanam, 0.18g, Siddhaut Mint, in the name of Shah Ali Gauhar, AH (1177) 9. Extremely fine, very rare. Issues of Nawabs of Cuddappah. Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000
168 Muhammad Akbar II, Silver Rupee, 10.73g, Shahjahanabad Mint, AH1225/ RY 4, Parasol on obverse (KM# 777). Very fine, rare. Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 8,000-10,000

Independent Kingdoms

Assam


Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 1,25,000-1,50,000

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 10,000-12,000
171 **Gaurinatha Simha**, Silver 1/4 Rupee, 2.64g, SE1705, Obv: Assamese legend “Sri Sri Gaul ri nath singh/ nrupasya”, Rev: Sake 1705 (KM #198). Very fine. Sold ` ................ Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

172 **Sarvvananda Simha**, Silver 1/16 Rupee, 1.41g, “Rebel Issue- Matak”, Assamese legend on both sides within dotted border, Obv: “Sri Sri Sal ravvanand”, Rev: “Singh/ Nrupasya” (KM# 300, R&B# X7.1). Sold ` ................ Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

Durrani
173 Copper Dam, 12.95g, Peshawar Mint, in the name of Ahmad Shah. Patinated, extremely fine, rare. Sold ` ................ Estimate: ` 4,000-5,000

Manipur
174 Bell Metal, Sel, various type including single letter “Sri”. Very fine to very fine+. 10 coins. Sold ` ................ Estimate: ` 6,000-7,000

Maratha

175 **Agra- Akbarabad**, Silver Rupee, 11.10g, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 11(98)/ RY 26 (M&W# T1d). Cleaned, very fine+, scarce. Sold ` ......................... Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

176 **Etawah- Itawa**, Silver Rupee, 11.08g, in the name of Alamgir II, RY Ahad. Very fine+, rare. Sold ` ......................... Estimate: ` 8,000-10,000

177 **Bindraban- Muminabad**, Copper Paisa, 7.16g, in the name of Shah Alam II, Fish & Trishul as a mint mark, Mint name on top of reverse (M&W# T3). Very fine. Sold ` ................ Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

178 **Bindraban- Muminabad**, Copper Paisa, 7.69g, in the name of Shah Alam II, RY 34, Fish & Trishul as a mint mark. Extremely fine. Sold ` ..................... Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

179 Silver Rupees (2), 10.45g, 11.17g, **Balwantnagar- Jhansi**, in the name of Alamgir II, AH (11)74/ RY Ahad & **Dar ul Sarur Saharanpur**, in the name of Shah Alam II, RY 26 (KM# 308). Fine to very fine. 2 coins. Sold ` ................ Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

Tanjore Maratha
180 Gold Sarabhu Fanam, 0.37g, Obv: Horse Galloping to right, Rev: Devnagari legend “Sri Sarbhu”. Very fine. Sold ` ......................... Estimate: ` 2,000-2500

Mysore
181 **Hyder Ali**, Copper Paisa, 12.37g, Balhari Mint, Obv: Elephant to right, Rev: Mint Name (KM# 2). Very fine, rare. Sold ` .................... Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

182 **Tipu Sultan**, Copper Paisa, 11.26g, Kalikut Mint, AH 1199, Obv: Elephant right, Rev: Mint name & date (KM# 73). Very fine, scarce. Sold ` ..................... Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

183 **Tipu Sultan**, Copper Paisa, 12.41g, Nagar Mint, Obv: Elephant to right, beautiful floor above, Rev: Mint name & date (KM# 103.1). Very fine, scarce. Sold ` ..................... Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000
Rohilkhand

184 Hafiz Rahmat Khan, Silver Rupee, 11.19g, Anwala Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH (117)4/ RY 2 (KM # 16.1). Very fine.

185 Hafiz Rahmat Khan, Silver Rupees (2), 11.06g, 11.15g, Bareli Mint, in the name of Alamgir II, AH 1172/ RY 6 (KM# 32) & in the name of Shah Alam II, AH (118)3/ RY 10 (KM# 36.2). Very fine. 2 coins.

186 Hafiz Rahmat Khan, Silver Rupee, 11.01g, Bisauli Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1182, RY 10 (KM# 56.1). Extremely fine, scarce.

187 Hafiz Rahmat Khan, Silver Rupee, 11.21g, Muradabad Mint, in the name of Alamgir II, AH 1172/ RY 6 (KM # 76.9). Very fine.

188 Hafiz Rahmat Khan, Silver Rupee, 11.17g, Mustafabad Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, RY 12 (KM# 126.1). Extremely fine, rare.

189 Hafiz Rahmat Khan, Silver Rupee, 11.31g, Najibabad Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH (117)9/ RY 6 (KM # 96.2). Very fine+.

190 Hafiz Rahmat Khan, Silver Rupee, 11.07g, Qasbah Panipat Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH (11)98/ RY 25 (KM # 116). Fine+.

Sikh

191 Silver Rupee, 11.23g, “Guru Gobind” couplet, Dar ul Sultanate Lahore Mint, VS1835 (KM# A63). Very fine+, rare.

192 Silver Rupee, 10.71g, “Guru Gobind” couplet, Dar ul Sultanate Lahore Mint, VS1875 (KM#66.1). Very fine.

Sind

193 Amirs of Khairpur, British Occupation, Silver Rupee, 9.86g, Bhakkar Mint, in the name of Mahmud Shah Durrani, AH (12)68, Flower as mint mark (KM# 12). Very fine.

Tripura

194 Govind Manikya, Silver 1/8 Tanka, 1.27g, Obv: Lion to left, Crescent & dot above within border of dots, Rev: “Sri Golvindah” in two lines within square (R&B# 214). Very fine, rare.

195 Vira Vikrama Kishore Manikya, Silver Rupee, 11.66g, TE 1337, Obv: Bust of Vira Vikrama Kishore to left, Rev: Rampant lion to left (KM# X# 7). Very fine, scarce.
196 Arcot, Nawabs of Arcot, Anonymous Copper Cash, 2.44g, Tirnaveli (Tirunelveli) Mint, Obv: Number 137 separated by dots, Rev: Mint-name Zarb Tirnaveli. Extremely fine, rare.
The number most likely represents a sum of a name or a title of the Nawab in the 'Abjad' system.

197 Nawab, Copper Paisa, 13.51g, Arkat Mint, AH 1208/ RY 35. Very fine+.

Awadh

198 Shuja'a ud Daula, Silver Rupee, 11.22g, Muhammedabad Banaras Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, RY 3 (KM# 36.2). Very fine.

199 Shuja'a ud Daula, Silver Rupee, 11.11g, Roshan Akhtar, Balwantnagar (Jhansi) Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, RY 5. Very fine.


201 Asaf ud Daula, Silver Rupee, 10.63g, Asafabad Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, RY 19 (KM#16.3, K&M# 4.31). Very fine.

202 Asaf ud Daula, Silver Rupee, 11.10g, Muhammad Nagar Tanda Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH (118)4, RY 11 (KM# 136.1). Complete mint name on top of reverse. Extremely fine, scarce.

203 Asaf ud Daula, Silver Rupee, 10.91g, Kora Mint, in the name Shah Alam II, RY 20 (KM# 96.2). Very fine.

204 Asaf ud Daula, Silver Rupee, 11.05g, Allahabad Mint, in the name Shah Alam II, AH 1194/ RY 21 (KM# 6.2). Very fine.

205 Asaf ud Daula, Copper Paisa, 17.74g, Najibabad Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1198/ RY 25 (KM#112). Very fine+.

206 Sa’adat Ali, Silver Rupee, 11.14g, Muhammadabad Bananaas Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1220/ RY 26 (KM# 103.2). Very fine+.

207 Ghazi ud din Haider, Silver Rupee, 11.11g, Dar us Amaret Lakhnau Suba Awadh Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1234/ RY 26, Crown flanked by rampant Lions holding flag, two upright Fish below on obverse (KM# 165.1). Extremely fine.

208 Ghazi ud din Haider, Silver Rupee, 10.87g, Dar us Amaret Lakhnau Suba Awadh Mint, AH 1235/ RY Ahad, Crown flanked by rampant Lions holding flag, two upright Fish below on obverse (KM# 165.1). Very fine+.
209 Ghazi ud din Haider, Silver Rupee, 11.06g, Dar us Amaret Lakhnau Suba Awadh Mint, AH 1235/ RY Ahad, Crown flanked by rampant Lions holding flag, two upright Fish below on obverse (KM# 165.1). Very fine+. Sold ` ................. Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

210 Ghazi ud din Haider, Silver Rupee, 11.09g, Dar us Sultanate Lakhnau Suba Awadh Mint, AH 1237/ RY 3, Crown flanked by rampant Lions holding flag, two upright Fish below on obverse (KM# 165.2). Very fine+. Sold ` ................. Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

211 Ghazi ud din Haider, Silver Rupee, 11.06g, Dar us Sultanate Lakhnau Suba Awadh Mint, AH 1238/ RY 4, Crown flanked by rampant Lions holding flag, two upright Fish below on obverse (KM# 165.2). Very fine. Sold ` ................. Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

212 Ghazi ud din Haider, Silver Rupee, 10.95g, Dar us Sultanate Lakhnau Suba Awadh Mint, AH 1240/ RY 6, Crown flanked by rampant Lions holding flag, two upright Fish below on obverse (KM# 165.2). Very fine. Sold ` ................. Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

213 Ghazi ud din Haider, Silver Rupee, 10.95g, Dar us Sultanate Lakhnau Suba Awadh Mint, AH 1242/ RY 8, Crown flanked by rampant Lions holding flag, two upright Fish below on obverse (KM# 165.2). Very fine. Sold ` ................. Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

214 Nasir ud din Haider, Silver Rupee, 11.15g, Dar ul Sultanate Lakhnau Suba Awadh Mint, in the name of Sulayman Jah, AH 1244/ RY 2, Crown flanked by rampant Lions holding flag, two upright Fish below on obverse (KM# 186). Very fine+. Sold ` ................. Estimate: ` 4,000-5,000

215 Nasir ud din Haider, Silver Rupee, 11.03g, Dar us Amaret Lakhnau Suba Awadh Mint, AH 1248/ RY 6, Crown flanked by rampant Lions holding flag, two upright Fish below on obverse (KM# 205.1). Very fine. Sold ` ................. Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

216 Nasir ud din Haider, Silver Rupee, 11.11g, Dar ul Amrat Lakhnau Suba Awadh Mint, AH 1249/ RY 6, Crown flanked by rampant Lions holding flag, two upright Fish below on obverse (KM# 205.1). Very fine. Sold ` ................. Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

217 Nasir ud din Haider, Silver Rupee, 11.15g, Dar us Sultanate Lakhnau Suba Awadh Mint, AH 1250/ RY 8, Crown flanked by rampant Lions holding flag, two upright Fish below on obverse (KM# 205.2). Very fine. Sold ` ................. Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

218 Nasir ud din Haider, Silver Rupee, 11.11g, Dar ul Amrat Lakhnau Suba Awadh Mint, AH 1251/ RY 7, Crown flanked by rampant Lions holding flag, two upright Fish below on obverse (KM# 205.2). Very fine. Sold ` ................. Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

219 Nasir ud din Haider, Silver Rupee, 11.06g, Dar us Sultanate Lakhnau Suba Awadh Mint, AH 1252, Crown flanked by rampant Lions holding flag, two upright Fish below on obverse (KM# 205.2). Fine. Sold ` ................. Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

220 Muhammad Ali Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.03g, Suba Awadh Baitus- Sultanate Lakhnau Mint, AH 1253/ RY 1, Crown flanked by attendant (KM# 316.3). Very fine. Sold ` ................. Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

221 Muhammad Ali Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.09g, Suba Awadh Baitus- Sultanate Lakhnau Mint, AH 1254/ RY 1, Crown flanked by attendant (KM# 316.3). Very fine. Sold ` ................. Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000
222 Muhammad Ali Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.16g, Mulk Awadh Baitus Sultanate Lakhnau Mint, AH 1257/ RY 4, Crown flanked by attendant on obverse (KM# 316.2). Extremely fine. 

Sold ................ Estimate: ` 4,000-5,000

223 Muhammad Ali Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.12g, Mulk Awadh Baitus Sultanate Lakhnau Mint, AH 1257/ RY 5, Crown flanked by attendant on obverse (KM# 316.2). Very fine. 

Sold ................ Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000


Sold ................ Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000


Sold ................ Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

226 Amjad Ali Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.15g, Mulk Awadh Baitus Sultanate Lakhnau Mint, AH 1261/ RY 4 (KM# 336). 

Very fine. 

Sold ................ Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

227 Wajid Ali Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.16g, Mulk Awadh Baitus Sultanate Lakhnau Mint AH 1263/ RY 1, Parasol above crown flanked by Mermaids holding flag crossed swords below on obverse (KM# 365.1). Extremely fine. 

Sold ................ Estimate: ` 4,000-5,000

228 Wajid Ali Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.11g, Mulk Awadh Baitus Sultanate Lakhnau Mint AH 1265, Parasol above crown flanked by Mermaids holding flag crossed swords below on obverse (KM# 365.1). Extremely fine. 

Sold ................ Estimate: ` 4,000-5,000

229 Wajid Ali Shah, Silver Rupee, 11.16g, Mulk Awadh Baitus Sultanate Lakhnau Mint AH 1266/ RY 3, Parasol above crown flanked by Mermaids holding flag crossed swords below on obverse (KM# 365.1). Very fine+. 

Sold ................ Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

230 Wajid Ali Shah, Silver Rupee, 10.96g, Mulk Awadh Baitus Sultanate Lakhnau Mint AH 1269/ RY 6, Parasol above crown flanked by Mermaids holding flag crossed swords below on obverse (KM# 365.1). Very fine+. 

Sold ................ Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000


Sold ................ Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

232 Copper Paisa, 11.57g, Error- Double struck. Very fine. 

Sold ................ Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

Bajrangarh

233 Jai Singh, Silver Rupee, 10.78g, Devnagari legend on both sides (KM# 6). Very fine+. 

Sold ................ Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

Baroda

234 Fateh Singh, Copper Paisa, 9.23g, Obv: Complete Devanagari legend “Fateh Singh” below Katar, Rev: Date AH 1245 (KM# C33.16). Complete legend and date. Extremely fine for type, rare. 

Sold ................ Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

235 Khande Rao, Copper Paisa, 6.74g, Error, Amreli Mint (KM# 7.1). Very fine. 

Sold ................ Estimate: ` 1,000-1,500
Bharatpur
236  Silver Rupee, 11.20g, Mahe Indrapur Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 11XX/RY 14 (KM# 56). *Extremely fine.*
Sold ` ................ Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

Bhaunagar
237  Copper (2), Dokdo & Trambiya, 4.24g, 2.01g, in the name of Shah Jahan II (KM # C#14, C# 15a). *Very fine.* 2 coins.
Sold ` ................ Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

Bahawalpur
238  Sir Sadiq Muhammad Khan V, Badge (2), depicting royal Portrait facing.
Sold ` ................ Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

Bindraban
239  Copper Paisa, 7.87g, Shahjahanabad Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1208/RY 35, Fish as a mint mark. *About uncirculated, rare in this grade.*
Sold ` ................ Estimate: ` 5,000-6,000
240  Copper Paisa, 7.79g, Muminabad Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1209 (2 retro)/RY 36, Fish as a mint mark. *Extremely fine.*
Sold ` ................ Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

Chhatarpur
241  Silver Rupee, 11.19g, in the name of Shah Alam II, RY 7, Stephen cross & cross Trishul as a mint mark on reverse (KM#15.2). Mint name visible on bottom of reverse. *Very fine+.*
Sold ` ................ Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

Cochin
242  Silver Puttuns, 0.54g, Obv: Lord Shiva seated, Rev: Conch Shell (KM# 5). *Very fine.*
Sold ` ................ Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000
243  Silver, 2 Puttuns, 1.08g, Obv: Sun & Moon above lazy J & dots, Rev: Conch shell (KM# 6). *Extremely fine.*
Sold ` ................ Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

Datia
244  Silver Rupees (2), 10.83g, 10.97g, Raja Sahi series, AH (11)88 (KM# C# 27) & in the name of Muhammad Akbar II (KM# C# 45). *Very fine.* 2 coins.
Sold ` ................ Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

Devgarh Baria
245  Copper Paisa (2), 7.67g, 5.35g, over struck on coin of Lunavada & Rampur. *Very fine.* 2 coins.
Sold ` ................ Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

Dholpur
246  Chhatrapal Singh, Silver Rupee, 11.12g, Gohad Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1189, RY 17, inverted Pistol as a Mint mark (KM# C# 5.1). Complete Mint name on bottom of reverse. *Very fine+ for type.*
Sold ` ................ Estimate: ` 7,000-8,000
Gwalior

247 Silver Rupee, 10.82g, Jean Baptiste Filose issue, Seorha or Sabalgarh Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, RY 3X, battle axe & sword on reverse (S.Bhandare JONS 198). Very fine, rare.

Sold ................ Estimate: 4,000-5,000

248 Silver Rupee, 10.71g, Jean Baptiste Filose issue, Seorha or Sabalgarh Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, RY 3X, battle axe & mash (Gada) on reverse (S.Bhandare JONS 198). Very fine, rare.

Sold ................ Estimate: 3,000-4,000

249 Silver Rupee, 10.81g, Jean Baptiste Filose issue, Seorha or Sabalgarh Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, RY 3X, battle axe on reverse (S.Bhandare JONS 198). Very fine.

Sold ................ Estimate: 2,000-2,500

250 Daulat Rao, Silver Rupee, 10.85g, Alamgirpur Mint, in the name Muhammad Akbar II, RY 1X (KM# 22). Very fine.

Sold ................ Estimate: 1,500-2,000

251 Baija Bai, Gold Mohur, 10.79g, Lashkar Mint, in the name of Muhammad Shah, AH 11XX/2, Devnagari “Shree” on rev, small Persian letter “waw” in the Seen of julus (KM 126). About extremely fine, scarce.

Sold ................ Estimate: 45,000-50,000

252 Baija Bai, Silver Rupee, 10.97g, Lashkar Mint, AH 1244/ RY22, Devnagari “Sri” (Not listed in KM). Complete AH & RY dates on coins. Very fine, rare.

Sold ................ Estimate: 5,000-6,000

Hyderabad

253 Silver (4), Rupee, 11.07g, AH 1286, 1/2 Rupee, 5.56g, AH 12XX, 1/4 Rupee, 2.78g, AH 1307 & 1/8 Rupee, 8.40g, AH 1308, Farkhanda Bunyad Hyderabad Mint (KM# Y# 17, 16, 15, 14). Very fine to very fine+. 4 coins.

Sold ................ Estimate: 3,000-4,000

254 Mir Mahbub Ali Khan, Silver Rupee, 11.12g, AH 1300/ RY 14, Farkhanda Bunyad Mint (KM# Y# 32). Very fine.

Sold ................ Estimate: 1,500-2,000
255 **Malhar Rao Holkar**, Silver Rupee, 11.40g, in the name of Alamgir II, RY AH 116(8)/ RY Ahad. Complete mint name on bottom of reverse. *Extremely rare.*

This is first ever coin of Malharnagar mint to have come to light in the name of Alamgir II, where the full name of the emperor 'Aziz al-din Alamgir Thani' is inscribed on the obverse. All other known coins only have 'Alamgir'. Since they are also known from RY Ahd onwards, this must have been a very short run issue. ‘Malharnagar’ was named as such after the name of Malhar Rao, the founder of the Holkar State and a valiant Maratha general.

Sold ` ................... Estimate: ` 15,000-20,000

256 Silver 1/4 Rupees (3), 2.56g, 2.77g, 2.79g, **Malharnagar** Mint, AH (12)26, AH 1238 & AH 1257, Sunface in Seen of Julus. *Very fine to very fine+.* 3 coins.

Sold ` ................... Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

257 **Tukaji Rao III**, Silver Rupee, 11.20g, **Indore** Mint, in the name of in the name of Shah Alam II, FE 1296/ VS 1947, Obv: Sunface above cross sword, Rev: Legend (KM# 39.3). *Very fine.*

Sold ` ................... Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

258 Tukoji Rao III, Silver Rupees (2), 11.20g, 11.19g, in the name of Shah Alam II, VS 1949, Obv: Sunface, Rev: Legend (KM# 44). *Very fine.* 2 coins.

Sold ` ................... Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

259 Tukaji Rao III, Silver 1/2 Rupee, 5.55g, **Indore** Mint, in the name of in the name of Shah Alam II, FE 1296/ VS 1947, Obv: Sunface above cross sword, Rev: Legend (KM# 38). *Very fine+, rare.*

Sold ` ................... Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

260 Silver Rupees (5), 10.99g, 11.19g, 11.19g, 11.17g, 11.23g, Ahalya Bai, Jaswant Rao, Tukaji Rao, Malhar Rao II, Martand Rao, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1190, AH 1214, AH 1240, AH 1249 & AH 1276. *Very fine to very fine+.* 5 coins.

Sold ` ................... Estimate: ` 4,000-5,000

261 Copper 1/2 Annas (2), 15.04g, 16.59g, in the name of Shah Alam II, inverted Katar & Bilava leaf as mint mark (Not listed in KM) & Jhar as a mint mark (KM# 90.3). *Very fine.* 2 coins.

Sold ` ................... Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

**Jaipur**

262 **Madho Singh I**, Silver Nazarana Rupee, 11.35g, Pseudo Mint name Sawai Jaipur struck at Sawai Madhopur Mint, with the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1177/ RY 4, Flower as a mint mark (KM# 64). Patinated, *extremely fine, rare.*

Sold ` ........................ Estimate: ` 30,000-35,000

263 **Madho Singh II**, Silver Nazarana Rupee, 11.44g, Sawai Jaipur Mint, with the name of Queen Victoria, AH 1913/ RY 34, “Jhar” as mint mark (KM# 147). *Extremely fine.*

Sold ` ........................ Estimate: ` 5,000-6,000
Jaora
264 Muhammad Ismail, Copper (2), 2 Paisa, 12.89g, AH 1310/ VS 1950 & Paisa, 6.43g, AH 1313/ VS 1953 (KM# 12 & 10). Very fine. 2 coins.

Jhabua
265 Copper Paisa, 8.31g, Devnagari legend “Jhabua” on obverse (KM# 1). Very fine.

Jodhpur
266 Bhim Singh, Silver Rupee, 11.19g, Pseudo Mint name Dar ul Mansur Jodhpur but probably struck at Pali Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1204/ RY 31 (J Lingen# P.03.01). Very fine, very rare.

Kutch
268 Rao Sri Lakhpatji, Silver Kori, 4.62g, with the name of Ahmad Shah Durrani, frozen AH 1165, Katar as a mint mark on reverse (KM# C# 11, RS# 104.1). Extremely fine.

269 Rao Sri Khengarji III, Silver 2 1/2 Kori, with the name of Victoria Empress, VS 1938/ AD 1982 (KM# Y36). Very Fine.
270 Rao Sri Khengarji III, Silver 2 1/2 Kori, with the name of Victoria Empress, VS 1938/ AD 1982 (KM# Y36). Very Fine.
271 Rao Sri Khengarji III, Silver 2 1/2 Kori, with the name of George V, VS 1979/ AD 1922 (KM# Y# 52, RS# 232.13). Very fine.
272 Rao Sri Khengarji, Silver 2 1/2 Kori, with the name of George VI, VS 1993/ AD 1937 (KM# Y# 74, RS# 254.1). Very fine.

273 Rao Sri Vijayrajji, Complete set of Copper 5, Adhio VS 2002/ AD 1946, Payalo VS 2001/ AD 1944, Dhabu VS 1999 AD 1943, Dhinglo VS 2000/ AD 1943 & Trambiyo VS 2000/ AD 1943, in the name of George VI (KM# Y# 80, 79, 78, 77, 76, RB# 267.7, 266.4, 265.1, 264.2, 263.2). Extremely fine to extremely fine+. 5 coins.

274 Rao Sri Madan Singhji, Copper Dhabu, 6.57g, ”Jai Hind”, VS 2004 (KM# Y# 83, RS# 274.1). About uncirculated.
Lunavada
275 Dalel Singh, Copper Paisa, 8.75g, with the name of Shah Alam II, Obv: Sun & Moon, Rev: Legend. Very fine+.
Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

276 Anonymous issue, central India, Copper Paisa, 9.51g, in the name of Shah Alam II, Katar on reverse. Very fine.
Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

Mysore
Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 3,000-3,500

Narwar
278 Mahadji Rao, Silver Rupee, 10.93g, Narwar Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1199/ RY 27 (KM# 20). Very fine.
Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000
279 Daulat Rao, Silver Rupee, 11.11g, Narwar Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1216/ RY 44 (KM# 26). Very fine+.
Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000
280 Daulat Rao, Copper 1/2 Paisa, 6.82g, Narwar Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH (12)17, RY 45 (KM# 22). Very fine.
Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 1,000-1,500

Radhanpur

281 Zorawar Khan, Silver 100 Falus, 11.77g, with the name of Victoria Queen, AH 1284/ AD 1867 (KM# 6). Extremely fine for type, very rare.
Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 8,000-10,000
282 Zorawar Khan, Silver 50 Falus, 5.72g, with the name of Victoria Queen, AH 1284/ AD 1867 (KM# 5). Very fine+, very rare.
Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 12,000-15,000

Rewa
283 Jai Singh Deo, Copper 2 Paisa, 14.82g, Obv: Numeral 1, Rev: Mint name in Persian (KM# 14). Very fine.
Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 1,000-1,500

Travancore

284 Rama Varma VI, Silver Fanam, 5.28g, ME 1087, Obv: Conch Shell in sprays, Rev: RV Monogram (KM# 51). Very fine.
Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500
285 Rama Varma VI, Silver Chitra 1/2 Rupee, 5.28g, ME 1087, Obv: Conch Shell in sprays, Rev: Legend & date (KM# 53). Very fine.
Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 4,000-5,000
286 Rama Varma VI, Silver 1/4 Rupee, 2.64g, ME 1106, Obv: Conch Shell in sprays, Rev: Legend & date (KM# 52). Very fine+.
Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 4,000-5,000
287 Bala Rama Varma II, Silver Fanam, ME 1112, Obv: Conch Shell within Sprays, Rev: Value & date within sprays (KM# 61). Slabbed & Graded by PCGS as MS 64.
Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000
288 Bala Rama Varma II, Silver 1/4 Rupee, ME 1112, Obv: Conch Shell within Sprays, Rev: Value & date within sprays (KM# 62). Slabbed & Graded by PCGS as MS 63.
Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 4,000-5,000
289  Bala Rama Varma II, Silver **Chitra 1/2 Rupee**, ME 1114, Obv: Conch Shell in sprays, Rev: Legend & date (KM# 64). Very fine.  
Sold ........................ Estimate: `3,500-4,000

290  Bala Rama Varma II, Silver **Chitra 1/2 Rupee**, ME 1114, Obv: Conch Shell in sprays, Rev: Legend & date (KM# 64). Very fine.  
Sold ........................ Estimate: `3,500-4,000

291  Bala Rama Varma II, Silver **Chitra 1/2 Rupee**, ME 1118, Obv: Conch Shell in sprays, Rev: Legend & date (KM# 67). Extremely fine.  
Sold ................................. Estimate: `3,000-4,000

Mix Lot

292  Copper (4), **Banswara, Paisa** (2), 10.82g, 10.61g, Samba ends down, in large circle on obverse (KM# 7.1) & **Tonk, Muhammad Sa’adat Ali Khan, Pice** (2), 4.75g, 4.77g, with the name of George V, AH 1350/AD 1932, Obv: Arms, Rev: Leaf (KM #29, 29a). Very fine. 4 coins.  
Sold ................................. Estimate: `1,500-2,000

Indo Portuguese

293  **Goa, D. Pedro V**, Silver **1/2- Meio Pardao**, 2.78g, 1857, Obv: Head to right, legend around Rev: Value in sprays (Gomes# 05.01). Very fine+, extremely rare.  
Sold ................................. Estimate: `12,000-15,000

Indo French

294  **Pondichery**, Copper **Doudou**, 3.97g, 1836, Obv: Rooster, Rev: Tamil legend (KM# 52). Extremely fine.  
Sold ................................. Estimate: `2,000-2,500

East India Company- Bengal Presidency

295  **Allahabad**, Silver **Shumshari Rupee**, 11.21g, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1217/RY 26, Sword (Shumsher) on obverse & Fish on reverse as a Mint mark (P Stevens# 8.7). Very fine, rare.  
Sold ................................. Estimate: `5,000-6,000

296  **Muhammadabad Banaras**, Gold **Mohur**, in the name of Shah Alam II, legend arrange differently from later dated coins, RY 24, Fish & Stephen cross as a mint mark on obverse (KM# 13, Paul Steven# 7.8). First published by R. Senior in 1993 ONSNL 137, EX Paul Stevens Collections. Slabbed & graded by NGC as MS 66. Exceedingly rare.  
Sold ................................. Estimate: `7,000,000-8,00,000
297 **Murshidabad**, Gold **Mohur**, 12.26g, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1183/ RY 10 (KM# 94.1, Prid# 18, Paul S# 2.11). *Extremely fine for type, very rare in this grade.*

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 75,000-80,000

298 **Murshidabad**, Gold **Mohur**, 12.36g, Milling Grained right, Pseudo Mint name **Murshidabad but struck at Calcutta**, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1202/ RY 19. *About uncirculated, very rare in this grade.*

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 50,000-55,000

299 **Murshidabad**, Gold **Mohur**, 12.37g, Milling Grained right, Pseudo Mint name **Murshidabad but struck at Calcutta**, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1202/ RY 19. *About uncirculated, very rare in this grade.*

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 50,000-55,000

300 **Murshidabad**, Gold **1/4 Mohur**, 3.06g, **Calcutta** Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1204/ RY 19, oblique milling. *About very fine.*

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 12,000-13,000

301 **Murshidabad**, Silver **Rupee**, 11.42g, in the name of Shah Alam II, Frozen RY 19, Dot in centre circle, Milled edge (Prid# 166, Paul S# 5.6). *Very fine, scarce.*

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 5,000-6,000

302 **Murshidabad**, Silver **Rupee**, 11.59g, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1203/ RY 19 (KM#84.2). *Very fine.*

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

303 **Murshidabad**, Silver **1/2 Rupee**, 5.78g, in the name of Shah Alam II, RY 19. *Very fine, rare.*

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 6,000-7,000

304 **Murshidabad**, Silver **1/8 Rupee**, 1.10g, in the name of Shah Alam II, RY 19 (KM# 81.3). *Fine, scarce.*

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 1,500-2,000

305 **Dar ul Khilafat Shahjahanabad**, Silver **Rupee**, 11.15g, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1220/ RY 48, legend within wreath of roses, thistles & shamrocks (Wreath anti clockwise) (KM# 714, P Stevens# Var A/2, 8.33). *Very fine, very rare.*

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 15,000-20,000


Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500

307 **Copper 1/2 Anna**, 14.63g, **Princep** issue, **Falta** Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, AH 1195/ RY 22. *About extremely fine, scarce.*

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000
East India Company- Bombay Presidency

308 William & Marry, Silver Rupee, 11.51g, Mumbai mint, RY 4. Test marks and counter-marks on both sides (P. Steven# 1.25). Fine+, extremely rare.

Since the British had occupied the island of Bombay but had no currency of their own to trade. Hence they thought of issuing their own currency based on the Mughal Rupee pattern. Consequently, they issued these coins in the name of their Emperor William and Queen Mary. But this was strongly opposed by the Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb on the ground that they did not take his permission to issue their own coins and they did not have any local standing. Consequently, the mintage of these coins was stopped. Coins of RY 4 are exceedingly rare.

309 Surat, Gold Mohur, 11.46g, Surat Mint, in the name of Shah Alam II, RY 4(6) (KM# 214). Very fine, rare.

310 Sind, Silver Rupee, 9.86g, Lion type, Bhakkar Mint, in the name of Mahmud Shah Durrani, AH (12)59, full depiction of British Lion (KM# C# 11). Very fine+, rare.

East India Company- Madras Presidency

311 Silver 1/4 Pagoda, 10.49g, 2nd issue, ND, Obv: Pagoda- Gopuram within circle, 9 stars on both sides, denomination in English & Persian in outer circle, empty buckle, Rev: Lord Vishnu in centre surrounded by granulated dots, value in Tamil & Telugu on ribbon around Deity (KM# 352.2). Extremely fine, rare.

312 Madapollam, Copper Cash, 1.96g, Obv: A heart shaped shield with a 4 on top, EEIC within the shield, Rev: Standing Deiti (Paul S# 5.14, Prid# 287). Extremely fine, extremely rare.

313 Fort St David, Copper Cash, 1.25g, Tamil inscription on both sides, Obv: Sree, Rev: Kumpini (Paul S# 5.9). Very fine, very rare.

East India Company Uniform Coinage

314 Copper 1/4 Anna, 6.42g, 1835, Bombay Mint, Large Loops to the ribbon bow, 30 berries, slanting top, Numeral 1, a small dot after “Y” of company (Prid# 140). Tiny rim nick otherwise about extremely fine.

Sold ` ........................ Estimate: ` 75,000-1,00,000

Sold ` ........................ Estimate: ` 45,000-50,000

Sold ` ........................ Estimate: 5,000–6,000

Sold ` ........................ Estimate: ` 15,000-20,000

Sold ` ........................ Estimate: ` 12,000-13,000

Sold ` ........................ Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

Sold ` ........................ Estimate: ` 8,000-10,000
British India


Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 8,000-10,000

316 **Victoria Queen**, Silver 1/2 Rupee, 1874, Bombay Mint, B1/II/ dot (Prid# 284). *About extremely fine.*

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 8,000-10,000

317 **Victoria Queen**, Proof Restrike, Gold Five Rupees, 1879, Bombay Mint, Obv: Crowned & robed bust to left, English legend “VICTORIA QUEEN”, Rev: English legend & date “FIVE RUPEES/ INDIA/ 1879” within a beaded circle, outside the circle & within a beaded ring a ten pointed star with entwined scroll-work (Prid# 45). Slab & Graded by NGC as PF61. *Extremely rare.*

Proof only date, not struck for currency.

Sold ` ........................ Estimate: ` 4,50,000-5,00,000

318 **Victoria Empress**, Gold Mohur, 11.65g, 1885, Calcutta Mint, Obv: Crowned & robed bust to left, two flowers in bottom panel of jabot, tiny “V” in relief centre of the bust on the line of the truncation, English legend “VICTORIA EMPRESS”, Rev: English legend & date “ONE MOHUR/ INDIA/ 1885” within a beaded circle, outside the circle & within a beaded ring a ten pointed star with entwined scroll-work (Prid# 21). Minor scratch mark on obverse otherwise *extremely fine*, rare.

As per mint record only 15057 Mohurs were minted.

Sold ` ........................ Estimate: ` 1,50,000-1,60,000

319 **Victoria Empress**, Gold Mohur, 11.68g, 1888, Calcutta Mint, Obv: Crowned & robed bust to left, two flowers in bottom panel of jabot, tiny “V” in relief centre of the bust on the line of the truncation, English legend “VICTORIA EMPRESS”, Rev: English legend & date “ONE MOHUR/ INDIA/ 1888” within a beaded circle, outside the circle & within a beaded ring a ten pointed star with entwined scroll-work (Prid# 22). Very fine+ to extremely fine, very rare.

As per mint record only 15073 Mohurs were minted.

Sold ` ........................ Estimate: ` 1,75,000-2,00,000
George V, Gold 15 Rupees, 1918, Bombay Mint, Obv: Crowned & robed bust to left, “B.M.” in relief on the truncation of the shoulder, English legend “GEORGE V KING EMPEROR”, Rev: English legend & date “15/ RUPEES/ INDIA/ 1918” within a beaded circle, outside the circle & within a beaded ring a ten pointed star with entwined scroll-work (Prid# 25). Very fine to very fine+. Initial B.M. is for Sir Edgar Bertram MacKennal.

Foreign

China, Buddha, Silver Rectangular 20 Yuan, 1998, Obv: Two flags, China & Hong Kong, sprigs below, Rev: The giant Buddha statue of Hong Kong and denomination (KM# 1167). Scarce.

German East Africa, Guilelmus II, Silver Rupee, 1890, Obv: Armored bust to left, Rev: Shielded arms, denomination (KM# 2). Very fine.

German East Africa, Guilelmus II, Silver Rupee, 1892, Obv: Armored bust to left, Rev: Shielded arms, denomination (KM# 2). About extremely fine.


German East Africa, Wihelm II, Silver (2) Rupie, 1891 & 1/2 Rupie, 1901, Obv: Armored bust to left, Rev: Shielded arms, denomination (KM# 2, 4). Very fine. 2 coins.

```
Sold ` ................ Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000
```


```
Sold ` ................ Estimate: ` 1,800-2,000
```

330 **Malaysia Peninsula- Penang - East India Company**, Copper **1 Keping**, 0.83g, 1787 (Last digit 7 inverted), Obv: “EIC” in Bale mark, numeral 4 above, date below, Rev: Legend (KM# 1). *Very fine, rare.*

```
Sold ` ......................... Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000
```

331 **Mauritius**, Silver **25 Rupees**, “Queen's Silver Jubilee”, Obv: Young bust to right, Rev: Man harvesting sugar cane (KM# 43). With original box.

```
Sold ` ......................... Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500
```

332 **Mombasa**, Silver **Rupee**, 1888H, **Birmingham** Mint, Obv: Scales above date, Rev: Crown above radiant Sun above banner (KM# 5). *Very fine.*

```
Sold ` ......................... Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500
```


```
Sold ` ......................... Estimate: ` 2,000-2,500
```

334 **Nepal, Birendra Bir Bikram**, Gold **Proof Asarfi** (999.9), 0.35g, **Lord Buddha**, VS 2057, Obv: Portrait of Lord Buddha. Date and legend around, Rev: King's Name in Traditional Nepalese Design.

```
Sold ` ......................... Estimate: ` 7,000-8000
```

335 **Nepal, Birendra Bir Bikram**, Gold **Proof Asarfi** (999.9), 0.35g, **Lord Buddha**, VS 2058, Obv: Lord Buddha meditating under Bodhi (Banyan) Tree, Rev: King's Name in Traditional Nepalese Design.

```
Sold ` ......................... Estimate: ` 8,000-9,000
```

336 **South Africa**, Gold **5 Rand**, 3.12g, 2008, “Mahatma Gandhi”. In original box of packing.

```
Sold ` ......................... Estimate: ` 25,000–30,000
```
337 Seychelles, Silver 25 Rupees, “Queen’s Silver Jubilee”, Obv: Head to right, Rev: Royal orb at centre of legends (KM# 38). With original box. 

Sold ........................ Estimate: `2,000-2,500

338 German State, Prussia, Silver 5 mark, 27.70g, 1907, Berlin mint, Obv: Bust to right, Rev: Coat of Arms and date and denomination (KM 523). Very fine.

Sold ........................ Estimate: `3,200-4,000

Token and Badges

339 East India Company, Copper, 2.82g, Recruiting Token, Soho Mint, Obv: Artillery Man on Horseback to Left Legend above, Rev: Apply at no. 35 Soho Square London in the centre, and Wanted for The East Indies above, (Prid# 398). Uncirculated, rare.

Sold ........................ Estimate: `4,000-5,000

340 Murshidabad, Silver Token, 11.33g, imitating Sanah 19 Rupee of Murshidabad, interesting Lion below on obverse. Very fine.

Sold ........................ Estimate: `1,500-2,000

341 Silver, 5.63g, Obv: Lord Krishna along with Radha under tree, Rev: Bengali Legend. with Suspender.

Sold ........................ Estimate: `3,000-4,000

342 Indore State, Silver coat of Arms, 8.60g, Sunburst at top flanked by horse and bull, spear and sword, Maharajah Holkar written below, the umbrella atop the Sunface. Extremely fine.

Sold ........................ Estimate: `2,000-2,500

343 Bijawar State, Bronze Coat of arms. Very fine.

Sold ........................ Estimate: `1,500-2,000

344 Gold, Tola Token, 11.67g, Obv: Lion with upraised tail facing left, rays behind, legend in Gujarati within dotted circle, Rev: Denomination & legend in English. Extremely fine.

Sold ........................ Estimate: `50,000-55,000

345 Birth Centenary Of Bharat Ratna Dr M Visvesvaraya, AD 1960, made by Barton.

Sold ........................ Estimate: `2,500-3,000


Sold ........................ Estimate: `2,500-3,000
347 Major General Claude Martin, Copper Medal, 12.80g, Obv: Uniformed Bust of Major General Claude Martin facing right, Legend in Latin “LABORE ET CONSTANTIA” above, Rev: AH 1211, Persian legend. Very fine, rare.

Lord Cornwallis had specially requested the services of Lord Martin for the war between the East India Company and Tipu Sultan. As a reward for his services to the Company, he was awarded the rank of Major General and this medal is believed to be struck by the Nawab of Awadh. And presented to General Claude Martin by Nawab Asaf ud Daula for his help in campaign against the Rohilla’s.

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 15,000-20,000

348 La- Martiniere Medal, Copper, 59.00g, 1880-81, Obv: Head of Claude Marin to right, legend “Claude Martin Fondateur, Labore ET Constanta”, Rev: Legend “Ecole Des Science ET Arts Industries De Lyon, La Martiniere” Wreath with space, Unawared (Puddester# 836.3.1). Extremely fine, rare.

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000

349 Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee Medal, Copper, 75.61g, 1837-1887, Obv: Matured bust of the Queen to left, Rev: A young bust of the Queen to left dated. Extremely fine.

Sold ` .................. Estimate: 6,000-7,000

350 Maharaja of Banaras White Metal Medal, 1872, 16.58g, Obv: Portrait of the Maharaja of Banaras Ishree Prasad Narayan Singh, seated & his son standing with a large hookah in the foreground, surrounded by inscription “HIS HIGHNESS ISHREE MAHARAJAH BENARAS, 27TH FEBRUARY 1872”, Rev: The famous well erected at Stoke Row, Oxfordshire with a domed roof (Pudd# 872.1). Uncirculated, in original paper case of issue, Rare.

The only medal from the Princely State of Banaras. As per Puddester, Edward Reade the English commissioner of Banaras in his conversation with the Maharaja mentioned the lack of water during the dry season in his home town Stoke Row, Oxfordshire, this medal commemorates the gifting of well by the Maharaja.

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 11,000-12,000

351 Hyderabad, Commemorative Medal, Silver, 14.39g, Obv: Coat of arms, Rev: Legend “H.H. NIZAMS DOMINIONS” above and “HYDERABAD DECCAN” below, in centre legend “JUNE 20th 1913 IN COMMEMORATION OF THEIR EXCELLENCIES LORD & LADYHARDINGES MERCIFUL PRESERVATION AT DELHI ON 23rd DECR 1912” with suspender ring. Very fine, rare.

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 4,000-5,000

352 Jind, Maharaja Sir Ranbir Singh, Silver Medal, 15.98g, 1947, Obv: Coat of arms of Jind State, Rev: Around the top the inscription “DIAMOND JUBILEE 1887-1947” in the centre on six lines “OF BRIGADIER HIS HIGHNESS MAHARAJA SIR RANBIR SINGH RAJENDRA BAHADUR” on the lower edge “OF JIND” (TMC# 174). Very fine, rare.

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 3,000-4,000

353 Bahawalpur State, Sadiq Muhammad Khan V, Jan I Nisari Bronze Medal, 25.84g, Obv: A different head of Sadiq Muhammad Khan V to those normally used facing left, he wears a lounge suit and a turban, Rev: In the centre a star and crescent surrounded by the Persian legend “al Mulik ho allh abd allah wa abd al rasul nawab Haji Mohammad abbasi khamis farman rawai Bahawalpur” with top suspension bar (TMC# 29). Extremely fine, rare.

Sold ` .................. Estimate: ` 2,500-3,000


355 Dharangadhra, Accession to India Miniature Medal, Silver Alloy, 4.73g, Ashoka Chakra with diadem above, on the left in English ACCESSION, on the right TO INDIA below date 9.8.1947, Rev: Jhaladhip arms with diadem above, Gujarati legend “SAM HALAVAD DHRANGADHARA”, English legend “DHRANGADHRA” with suspender ring. Very fine.

Dharangadhra, Accession to India Miniature Medal, Silver Alloy, 4.73g, Ashoka Chakra with diadem above, on the left in English ACCESSION, on the right TO INDIA below date 9.8.1947, Rev: Jhaladhip arms with diadem above, Gujarati legend “SAM HALAVAD DHRANGADHARA”, English legend “DHRANGADHRA” with suspender ring. Very fine.

356 Dharangadhra, Accession to India Medal, Silver Alloy, 14.84g, Ashoka Chakra with diadem above, English legend “ACCESSION TO THE DOMINION OF INDIA” above, date 9 Aug 1947, DHRANGADHRA below, Rev: Jhaladhip arms with diadem above, around in English “HALVAD DHRANGADHRA STATE JHALAWAR KATHIWAR INDIA”, Gujarati legend around the outer edge “SAM HALAVAD DHRANGADHARA” & Devanagari legend “JHALARAJ RUPAM SARVA BHADRAYA RAJATE” below. Very fine.

Dharangadhra, Accession to India Medal, Silver Alloy, 14.84g, Ashoka Chakra with diadem above, English legend “ACCESSION TO THE DOMINION OF INDIA” above, date 9 Aug 1947, DHRANGADHRA below, Rev: Jhaladhip arms with diadem above, around in English “HALVAD DHRANGADHRA STATE JHALAWAR KATHIWAR INDIA”, Gujarati legend around the outer edge “SAM HALAVAD DHRANGADHRA” & Devanagari legend “JHALARAJ RUPAM SARVA BHADRAYA RAJATE” below. Very fine.

Paper Money

357 East Africa, Elizabeth II, 100 Shillings, value in Urdu, English & Gujarati, Prefix F3 (Pick# 40). Light folds, nice crisp paper, very fine.

Sir Daniel Mackinnon Hamilton’s 1 Rupee, a private promissory note circulating in Bengal in the early 1900s, Serial No. AT 35, dated in Rubber stamp Dec 3, 1938, signed personally by hand by the Manager, Sudhanshu Bhushan Majumdar, and by the Zemindar, D M Hamilton himself (Jhun 1.1). Cancelled and crossed across the note, Very Fine with perforation in the left margin. Rare.

George V, Rupees 10, 2nd issue, Type 7, Signed J.B. Taylor, Prefix K/35 (Jhun# 7.2). Without pinhole, very light dirt on reverse, very fine+.

George VI, Rupees 100, Type 7, Calculutta, Signed C.D. Deshmukh, Prefix B/18 (Jhun# 7.2D). Very fine.

George VI, Rupees 10, Type 5, 1st issue, signed J. B. Taylor, prefix D/75 (Jhun# 5.1). Very fine.

George VI, Rupees 10, Type 5, 1st issue, signed J. B. Taylor, prefix G/36 (Jhun# 5.1). Very fine.

George VI, Rupee 1, Type 1, Signed C.E. Jones, Prefix W/15, Serial number in Black (Jhun# 1.1A). Very fine+ to extremely fine.

Visit www.oswal.auction
George VI, Rupee 1, Type 1, Signed C.E. Jones, Inset A, Prefix T/45, Serial number in Green (Jhun# 1.1C). Extremely fine to about uncirculated.

Sold `................ Estimate: `1,500-2,000

George VI, Rupee 1 (2), Sign C E Jones, Military Administration of Burma Series, Type 9, Inset A, Prefix D/29, Serial number in Green, (Jhun# 9.1B) & Burma Currency Board Series, Type 13, Inset A, Prefix K/56, Serial numbers in Green (Jhun# 13.1). Fine to fine+. 2 notes.

Sold ` ................ Estimate: `1,000-1,500

Rupees 1000, Type 9.4, Bombay circle, Signed N. C. Sengupta, Prefix A/0 (Jhun# 9.4.1). Rubber stamp on reverse, fine, rare.

Sold ` ................ Estimate: `12,000-13,000

Rupees 1000, Type 9.4, Bombay circle, Signed N. C. Sengupta, Prefix A/0 (Jhun# 9.4.1). Rubber stamp on reverse, fine, rare.

Sold ` ................ Estimate: `12,000-13,000

Rupees 100, 4th issue, Type 7.4, Signed H.V.R. Iyengar, Prefix AC/0, Serial Number in Red (Jhun# 7.4.1). Light fold, Usual Pin, very fine

Sold ` ................ Estimate: `2,500-3,000

Rupees 100, 4th issue, Type 7.4, Signed P.C. Bhattacharya, Prefix AC/46, Serial Number in Red (Jhun# 7.4.2). Light fold, Usual Pin, very fine.

Sold ` ................ Estimate: `2,500-3,000

Rupees 100, 4th issue, Type 7.4, Signed P.C. Bhattacharya, Prefix AC/62, Serial Number in Red (Jhun# 7.4.2). Light fold, Usual Pin, very fine

Sold ` ................ Estimate: `2,500-3,000

Rupees 100, 4th issue, Type 7.4, Signed P.C. Bhattacharya, Prefix AC/66, Serial Number in Red (Jhun# 7.4.2). Light fold, Usual Pin, very fine

Sold ` ................ Estimate: `2,500-3,000


Sold ` ................ Estimate: `20,000-22,000

Rupees 10, Type 4.9, “Huge Extra Paper with Number on extra paper”, “Peacock” issue, Signed R. N Malhotra, inset C, Prefix 75L (Jhun# 4.9.6B). Very fine for type, very rare.

Sold ` ................ Estimate: `22,000-25,000

Rupees 2, Type 2.6, “Solid Fancy”, Signed L. K Jha Prefix K/49, all 666666 (Jhun# 2.6.2). Very fine for type, very rare.

Sold ` ................ Estimate: `27,000-30,000

Rupee 1 (2), Type 1.10, “Super Ladder & Reverse Ladder Pair”, Signed S. Venkitaramanan, inset A (Jhun# 1.10.2D). Extremely fine, very rare. 2 notes.

Sold ` ................ Estimate: `17,000-18,000

End Of Sale
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